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152ND ANNUAL MEETING OF THE WINDHAM ASSOCIATION
Connecticut Conference, United Church of Christ
June 23, 2015
First Congregational Church of Willimantic, UCC

Worship and Potluck Dinner
Call to Order and Determination of a Quorum
Approval of Reports
2015-2016 Budget
Nominations
Voting Policy
Unified Fitness Review Proposal
Adjournment and Benediction
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2013-2014 Financials April 2015 – Year End and Proposed Budget 2015-2016
Windham Association Connecticut Conference of The United Church of Christ
Income

2014-2015 Actual
Thru 4/30/15
4357.00 *

Dues from Member
Churches
Cornerstone Fund
41.77 **
Interest
Delegate Expense
0
Reimbursement/Synod
Clergy Gatherings
800.00
(Other Associations)
Sub Total

5198.77

2014-2015 Budget 2014-2015 % of
Budget
4584.00
99%

2015-2016 Budget

100

42%

50.00

0

0

0

1200.00

66%

1200.00

5884.00

88%

5834

4584.00

Balance in Checking

4888.07

Total

10722.07

Expenditures

Administration
Delegate
Expenses Synod
In-Discernment
Support/
Scholarships
Mustard Seed
Grant
Programs and
Specials Projects
Registrar
Honorarium
Seminary Gifts
Special
Scholarships
Misc. ExpensesCAT Assessment
Clergy Gathering
Website
Association
Workshops
Timothy Grant
Total Expenses

2014-2015 Actual
Thru 4/30/15
115.51
750.00

2014-2015 Budget

2015-2016 Budget

200
20000.00

2014-2015 % of
Budget
58%
38%

0

1500.00

0%

0.00

1000.00

1000.00

100%

1000.00

0.00

500.00

0%

0.00

1000.00

1000.00

100%

1000.00

600.00
0.00

400.00
750.00

150%
.%

600.00
0.00

207.50

0

207%

0.00

800.00
0.00
0.00

1600.00
300.00
250.00

50%
0%
0%

1600.00
300.00 ****
0.00

1500.00

0.00

1500%

0.00

5973.01

9500.00

63%

7950.00
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200
3250.00 ***

Account Balances

Liberty Bank Checking
Cornerstone Funds (12/31/14)

4888.07
8809.55

Total Assets

13697.62

* 277.00 STILL DUE FROM 2014-2015 FISCAL YEAR
** REINVESTED
*** SYNOD EVERY 2 YEARS, HAD BUDGETED 2000.00 EAR YEAR FOR 2014-2015 AND 2015-2016, ONLY SPEND
750.00 FOR 2014-2015
**** BALANCE DUE ON WEBSITE DESIGN
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MODERATOR’S REPORT
Joseph Blotz
Windham Association
Connecticut Conference of
The United Church of Christ

Ministry Highlights
-We gathered as an Association to celebrate the Installations of the Rev. Jinny Smanik (Hampton) and the
Rev. Pam Peterson (Central Village) and to witness the Installation of the Rev. Mary Little Apicella
(Brooklyn Federated).
-The Windham Association Council granted Dual Ministerial Standing to the Rev. Jinny Smanik, reactivated
the standing of the Rev. Hilary Martin Himan who was on leave, and renewed the license of Brian Baeder
to serve as pastor of Church of the Good Shepherd.
-The Association’s authorized ministers gathered with clergy from our partners in the Eastern Region with
the Rev. Paul Nickerson for a “Jump Start Your Church” workshop June 24, 2014 at First Church,
Mansfield; with the Rev. Kent Saladi on September 23, 2014 at First Church, Woodstock; and for an Advent
Preaching and Worship Planning workshop with Rev. Dr. Adam Hearlson on October 28, 2014 at First
Church, Mansfield.
-The Association Council hosted two Workshops for Congregations on January 31, 2015 at First Church,
Willimantic: the Rev. Dr. Tom Clough led a workshop on the Church Assessment Tool from Holy Cow
Consulting and Charlie Kuchenbrod led a workshop on Best Practices for Stewardship. On March 14, 2015,
along with the other associations of the Eastern Region, the Windham Association hosted the UCC
National Setting’s “Justice LED” training with Rev. Dr. Peter Wells at First Church, Mansfield.
-The Council has adopted an Authorized Ministers Boundary Awareness Training Policy and is proposing
an Electronic Voting Policy at the June, 2015 meeting, along with consideration of the Unified Fitness
Review proposal from the State Committee on Ministry.
-The Council authorized Timothy Grant support for two youth from First Church, Storrs to participate in the
Tree of Life Education Fund Journey to Israel/Palestine.
-The Council voted to provide funding to authorized ministers participating in Community of Practice groups
(half cost) and to congregations participating in the Church Assessment Tool willing to share their report
with the Council (half the cost of the assessment).
Vision for the Coming Year
-An increased focus on meeting with authorized ministers for periodic support. The hope is that the Council
will meet with a different authorized minister at each of its meetings.
-Continued collaboration with the associations of the Eastern Region to provide ongoing continuing
education opportunities for the authorized ministers and congregations of the Windham Association.
-Continued work on the Association’s “Policies and Procedures Manual”
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ANNUAL REPORT, MUSTARD SEED GRANT COMMITTEE
2015
The Mustard Seed Grant Committee consisted of the following members:
The Rev. Oscar Brockmeyer
Mr. Steve Stellitano
Ms. Susan Waldron
In early January, we sent the grant guidelines to all Windham Association churches, inviting them to
prepare a proposal for us to consider. We received one proposal. That proposal came from Hampton
Congregational Church. The Rev. Virginia Smanik as well as the heads of their Board of Deacons and
Christian Education created their compelling proposal.
They will use the $1000 grant money to purchase supplies for use in Prayer Stations. Prayer Stations
were described as intergenerational worship projects that have really enlivened their worship. They
enable worshippers to enter the biblical story and reflect on the ways their own story and the biblical
story interact.
Since the church members have been a part of a trial for this concept, we asked for some feedback from
several members and all were very excited about what they have experienced. We reminded their
Pastor that we would like a written report next year about their experience.
Peace.
Susan Waldron, for the Committee

2015-16 PROPOSED SLATE
Windham Association
Connecticut Conference of
The United Church of Christ
Windham Association Council (* = 3 year terms, 2 term limit)
Officers
Moderator, Rev. Joseph Blotz
Vice Moderator, Rev. Rick Haverly
Treasurer, Rev. Paul Doyle
Registrar, Ms. Deborah Hubbell

1st term*
1st term*
2nd term
2nd term

Term expires 2016
Term expires 2017
Term expires 2017
Term expires 2017

Members-at-Large
Rev. Jon Chapman
Ms. Emily Logee-Savoie
Ms. Susan Waldron
Rev. Theresa Hood
open

1st term*
1st term*
2nd term*
2nd term*
1st term*

Term expires 2017
Term expires 2017
Term expires 2017
Term expires 2018
Term expires 2018

General Synod Delegates
Ms. Brittany Lafleur

Term expires after the 2017 synod

Mustard Seed Grant Committee (3 year terms, no term limits)
Rev. Oscar Brockmeyer
Ms. Susan Waldron
Mr. Steve Stellitano
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Term expires 2018
Term expires 2017
Term expires 2016

VOTING POLICY
Windham Association
Connecticut Conference
of The United Church of Christ

Voting Ballot Policy
1. When a matter arises requiring the vote of the Association, the Windham Association Council shall direct that the
registrar mail ballots (in writing, print, or electronically) to all authorized ministers holding standing within the
Association and to two other delegates elected by each local church by a specified date. The results shall be
determined by those ballots returned within a period of fourteen (14) days from the date of mailing. The date by
which the marked ballots must be returned must be clearly stated on the ballot form.
2. Elections for the Windham Association Council, along with a report from the Moderator and a proposed budget from
the Treasurer, shall be mailed within ten (10) days following May 1 of each year to all authorized ministers holding
standing within the Association and to two other delegates elected by each local church. The results shall be
determined by those ballots returned within a period of fourteen (14) days from the date of mailing. The date by
which the marked ballots must be returned must be clearly stated on the ballot form.
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Unified Fitness Review Committee Proposal
Connecticut Conference, UCC
5/29/14
A Brief Review of United Church of Christ Oversight Proceedings
 UCC clergy hold their authorization for ministry in the Association where their local church
membership is held. Association Committees on Ministry (COMS) oversee the authorization for
ministry.
 The Manual on Ministry (MOM) of the United Church of Christ outlines four proceedings available
to COMs for oversight of authorized ministers (see Section 8, pages 4 and 9). Two of these,
“Periodic Support Consultations” and “Situational Support Consultations”, provide nurture and
support to pastors. They are a “. . . deliberate and intentional effort to identify, build up, and
strengthen those God has called into authorized ministries in the church.”
 Two other proceedings, “Information Reviews” and “Fitness Reviews” are ecclesiastical reviews.
As such, they are used to “. . . ensure that those engaged in ministry embody faithful witness to,
and extension of, the ministry of God in Jesus Christ” – and are accountable for the ministry they
carry out on behalf of the church.
 An Information Review “. . . verifies that all authorized ministers continue to meet the basic
standards required for authorization.”
 A Fitness Review, the focus of this proposal, is initiated in order “. . . to determine whether
an authorized minster continues to be fit for the ministry for which he or she is
authorized.” It is undertaken by an Association Committee on Ministry after a concern has
been brought.
 It is then determined by the COM that the pastor has standing in the Association, and that if
the concern had merit, whether it would call into question the minister’s fitness for
ministry.
 A Fitness Review is meant to guarantee that concerns about a pastor’s ministry are taken “.
. . seriously and considered in depth, and that decisions and resulting actions rendered are
just, fair, merciful and compassionate for all concerned.”
Scriptural Basis for a UFRC
 Numbers 11: 16-17: “The LORD said to Moses: ‘Bring me seventy of Israel’s elders who are known to
you as leaders and officials among the people. Have them come to the tent of meeting, that they may
stand there with you. I will come down and speak with you there, and I will take some of the power of
the Spirit that is on you and put it on them. They will share the burden of the people with you, so that
you will not have to carry it alone.’”
 Matthew 18:15-17: “If your brother or sister sins, go and point out their fault, just between the two
of you. If they listen to you, you have won them over. But if they will not listen, take one or two others
along, so that ‘every matter may be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.’ If they
still refuse to listen, tell it to the church; and if they refuse to listen even to the church, treat them as
you would a pagan or a tax collector. Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.”
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Proposal Summary and Rationales
 The fifteen Associations of the Connecticut Conference, UCC will delegate Fitness Reviews to a
Unified Fitness Review Committee. The UFRC will be a Committee formed by the Associations of
the Connecticut Conference, staffed by an Associate Conference Minister.
 A Fitness Review requires trained and experienced volunteers and a time commitment estimated
at more than 400 hours of staff and volunteer time combined, including 60 hours of staff time. The
UFRC would allow volunteers to be drawn from a larger pool and would allow better training and
utilization of staff than can be achieved by each Association conducting Fitness Reviews.
 Consistent compliance with recognized policies and procedures is of critical importance in Fitness
Reviews. Maintaining fifteen distinct sets of official policies and procedures (i.e., within the
separate Associations) is more than challenging, unreliable, and for purposes of this proposal,
unnecessary.
 A UFRC would identify the best volunteers who would then offer concentrated focus and expertise.
It would reduce the overall workload of each COM, which is important because COMs now face an
increasing work load due to the new Member in Discernment process.
 As the number of members in each Association has declined, the likelihood of conflicts of interest
(between those being reviewed and those tasked with doing the Review) has increased. By
establishing a UFRC that is populated by volunteers from many Associations, we sharply reduce
the likelihood of that.
 A UFRC would take responsibility for the ongoing training of those conducting reviews, and assure
that a capable group of authorized volunteers would stand prepared to respond to a concern.
 A UFRC would make more effective use of staff time. Regional Ministers would thus be required to
be familiar with only one set of procedures. The amount of the staff time each Fitness Review
requires makes this a very important consideration.
 The UCC Nationwide General Council, Don Clark, recommends a unified approach to Fitness
Reviews.
Process and Polity
 Each Association’s COM would retain the authority to initiate a Fitness Review. Thus, in
accordance with the procedure outlined in the Manual on Ministry, when a concern is registered, it
would come before that Association’s COM. This preliminary discernment, while preserving the
anonymity of the parties involved, would answer the two threshold questions:
 Does the person about whom concerns have been raised have standing?
 If so, do these concerns – if true – call into question this person’s fitness for ministry in and
on behalf of the United Church of Christ?
 Upon voting to initiate a Fitness Review of an authorized minister, the COM would then refer the
Fitness Review to the UFRC, and include an explicit statement that the outcome rendered by them
will be received and accepted as that of the COM. This statement would also be directed to the
respondent in the case.
 The Regional Conference Minister from that region would manage and staff the Fitness Review.
 The Conference Minister, and/or Conference staff designee would be kept informed of the status
of the Fitness Review, and would be the contact person for accessing expert or legal advice. S/he
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would insure budgetary and training support for the work of the UFRC, and would serve as
spokesperson for the Connecticut Conference and would provide advice to spokespersons for the
Local Church and other affected bodies.
The UFRC would be charged to move the Fitness Review through the information gathering,
support, deliberative and outcome phases of the process as outlined in the Manual on Ministry, to
perform any additional tasks agreed upon by the Associations, and to inform the COM where the
review originated of its progress and decisions.
If a program of growth is prescribed, it would be determined, implemented and monitored by the
UFRC, which would provide informational updates to the COM chairperson (or designee) of the
progress and outcomes of a program of growth.
An Association, through its COM, would continue to retain primary authority and responsibility for
those who are authorized for ministry and have been called to a setting in that Association. These
responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
 Information Reviews
 Periodic Support Consultations
 Situational Support Consultations
 Formation of Members in Discernment & Authorization of Ministers
 Ordination of Those Approved and Called
 Installation of Authorized Ministers
 Exit Interviews with Pastors/Congregational Leaders
 Participation in Farewell Service Liturgies

Composition of the UFRC
 Each participating Association would appoint one member.
 An additional five members would be appointed by the Conference Board of Directors, in
consultation with staff.
 In making its choices, both the Associations and the Conference Board would consider the balance
of gender, clergy, lay Committee members, as well as the skills and experience needed for effective
service on the UFRC, while being mindful of guidance provided by the Bylaws of the Conference
with regard to diversity of nominees.
 The UFRC will be staffed by an Associate or Regional Conference Minister.
 Committee members will have fulfilled a term on a Committee on Ministry during some portion of
the six years before their appointment to the UFRC. This increases the likelihood that they will
bring to the Committee appropriate knowledge and expertise.
 The term of service for each member would be three years. The full executive body of the
Association, and/or the Conference Board of Directors, may choose to renew a member of the
UFRC for up to two more terms of service, after confirming the member’s willingness to continue
to serve.
 Initially there would be a staggered term of service established. A portion of the first class will
hold one year, two year and three year terms. All those serving may renew their membership for
two full three year terms.
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It is required that a nominee have experience on a COM within the last six years. Beyond that, the
following qualifications are recommended:
 Ability to addresses difficult and important issues in a faithful, discerning manner
 Patience, prayer, preparation and stamina
 Passionate commitment to Christ’s church
 Grounding in a discerning relationship with God
 Familiarity or training in Fitness Review process and complexities
 Ability to work cooperatively and collaboratively with others
 Ability to apply deep listening skills – both with interviewees and fellow committee
members
 Attentiveness to details
 Positive attitude
 Capacity to approach the task with openness, rather than a pre-determined agenda
 A sense of integrity, and respect for others
 Ability to hold confidentiality
 Capacity to participate in a group and to come to consensus
 Active supporter of the church, Conference, and Association
 Recognition for wisdom, integrity, openness, and ability to be fair and impartial
 Trust and respect within and by the Association
 Willingness and ability to make this responsibility a priority when called upon
 Ability to think and to discern outside one’s ‘comfort zone’, acknowledging that issues of
clergy or church ethical issues may contain conflicting sensibilities about what comprises
faithful action.
 Willingness to serve for at least 3 years
In addition, experience and/or education in Counseling, Social work, Conflict management,
Pastoral care, and Law would be desirable.

Principle Responsibilities of UFRC Members
 To act in cooperation with other UFRC members, in accordance with the current UCC Manual on
Ministry, and with the procedures identified in the charter document, along with any additional
procedures adopted by the UFRC itself.
 To respond promptly, when called upon by the COM of a participating Association, to conduct a
Fitness Review by moving through the information gathering, support, deliberative and outcome
phases of the process.
 To inform the originating COM of its progress and decisions.
 To implement and monitor any program of growth that the UFRC assigns, and provide
informational updates to the COM chairperson (or designee) of the progress and outcomes of a
program of growth.
 To honor confidentiality within the definition of the fitness review process.
 To receive training from time to time to enhance appropriate skills.
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To provide training from time to time to the full executive body of each participating Association,
so that they will be prepared in the case of an appeal of a Fitness Review decision.
To share mutual responsibility, to participate, to ask questions and share opinions about the
important issues before the committee.
To support the clergy and local churches in preserving and extending covenantal relationships.

Proposed Operating Procedures
 The UFRC would organize itself to carry out the Fitness Review. Its organization may vary
depending on the situation. It would also be free to consult with whomever it chooses,
recognizing the necessity of maintaining strict confidentiality.
 When a Fitness Review is referred to the UFRC, the appropriate Conference staff person would
consult with the UFRC to identify who will serve as the interview team for that particular Fitness
Review. Once the interview phase is completed, those serving on the interview team will fully
participate (i.e., have voice and vote) in the deliberations of that particular Fitness Review. Should
the outcome of the vote include a growth plan, the interview team will participate with the other
members of the UFRC in developing it.
 When a Fitness Review is referred to the UFRC, it would identify one person to serve as Chaplain
and provide pastoral support to the UFRC itself for the duration of that case. The Chaplain may
not be a member of the interview team for that particular case.
 The UFRC would inform the COM where the Fitness Review originated of its progress and
decisions.
 If the UFRC prescribes a program of growth, they would monitor and adjudicate it as well as
provide informational updates to the COM chairperson (or designee) of its progress and outcomes.
 The UFRC would meet at least annually for training, support and evaluation, and would (in
cooperation with Conference staff) be responsible for scheduling these activities.
Adoption and Initial Organization and Roles
 Adoption of this proposal, and proposed Association by-law revisions, by no fewer than six
Associations will create the Unified Fitness Review Committee.
 Any Association not voting in the affirmative would not be represented on the UFRC. The
Conference would continue to provide staff support and response team support to nonparticipating Associations, and this would be done through the UFRC.
 The UFRC would be identified as a “Committee formed by the Associations of the Connecticut
Conference.”
 When all nominees are identified, the Conference Minister or his/her designee would convene the
first meeting of the UFRC. At that first meeting, among other things, the UFRC would elect a Chair
and begin to self-organize. It would identify and at least provisionally fill other roles (e.g.
chaplain), and do whatever is appropriate to prepare to serve when called upon.
 The goal is to implement this model by Fall 2014. Terms would begin at the conclusion of the
Conference Annual Meeting. The first year of the terms for the charter members will begin when
the UFRC is constituted.
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Suggested Association By-laws Revision
 When a concern is brought against an authorized minister with standing in an Association (except
the Conference Minister, Associate Conf. Ministers and Regional Ministers), it is the Association
Committee on Ministry that is responsible for determining whether the concern raises the
question of ministerial fitness in and on behalf of the United Church of Christ. Upon voting in the
affirmative to initiate a Fitness Review for an authorized minister, the Committee on Ministry will
refer such review to the Unified Fitness Review Committee.
 The UFRC will follow the process for conducting a Fitness Review as described in the current
Manual on Ministry of the UCC. The UFRC will also follow any additional processes agreed upon by
all of the participating Associations, so long as those processes do not conflict with the Manual on
Ministry.
 The Association’s Committee on Ministry will accept the outcome of the UFRC as its own, and
report the same to the appropriate settings of the United Church of Christ.
 If an oversight decision of the UFRC is appealed, the full executive body of the appropriate
Association shall be convened as a Board of Appeal. The grounds for appeal of oversight decisions
shall be limited to questions of process. The appeal will determine whether the approved process
of the Committee on Ministry and UFRC were adhered to. The outcomes of an appeal are as
follows:
 Affirmation that the process used was consistent with the UFRC’s process and with the
Association’s COM’s process – in which case the decision of the UFRC stands.
 Recognition that the process used was not consistent, in which case the full executive body
of the Association will refer the case back to the UFRC and the Association’s COM to be
completed pursuant to the adopted process.
 The full executive body of each participating Association will appoint one member to the Unified
Fitness Review Committee. The appointee must have been a member of an Association’s
Committee on Ministry within the last 6 years. The term of service for each member will be three
years. The Association may choose to renew the appointee for up to two more terms of service.
Attention to the importance of balancing gender, clergy, lay and the needed skills and experience
on the UFRC shall be considered in making or renewing its appointments.
 Any member of an Association board or committee, or participant in an Association oversight
action, who has a financial, personal, or official interest in, or conflict or appearance of a conflict
with any matter pending, of such nature that it prevents or may prevent that member from acting
in an impartial manner, will offer to voluntarily excuse him/herself and refrain from discussion of,
participation in and/or voting in the activity where the conflict or appearance of a conflict exists.
If there is a conflict either real or perceived and the individual does not voluntarily excuse
him/herself, the Association board or committee may, by a super majority vote of two thirds of the
members then present and voting, require involuntary recusal.
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